Portland Timbers/Portland Thorns
Lesson Plan Form
Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Team/Age:

U10s

Session 2: Dribbling-cutbacks and scissors

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Technique: plating foot, body
balance
-Quick step after cut back

Activity 1

CUT BACKS (10-15min)
Demonstrate inside of foot
cutback. Practice within
same grid
Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

2v2 EITHER END ZONE:
(15-20min)
Make a grid that has two
endzones. Kids can score
by dribbling into any
endzone

Progression:
-Demonstrate other cutbacks:
There are 3 main cutbacks: inside of
foot, outside of foot, and behind
planted foot. This is a foundational
skill for more advanced ball control.
-Have kids dribble toward a cone
that is a defender and then they do
a cutback

-Technique
-Change of speed

Activity 2

SCISSORS (a.k.a. STEP OVER)
(10-15min)
Have kids standing with a
stationary ball and
demonstrate inside and
outside scissors. Progress
to everyone going in the
same direction and running
slowly while executing the
the move.

Objectives

Progression:
-Pairs of kids with a row of cones
between them. Kids dribble down
one side and do a scissors turn the
corner and dribble down the other
side and do scissors with opposite
foot. Both kids can go at once.

-Decision making on when to
cutback (forward isn't always best
choice)
-Trying various cutbacks and
experimenting
-Changing speed
Click to insert session diagram

Progression:
-One team goes one direction other
team other direction
-All touch ball

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

7v7 with goalkeeper.
(20-25min)

Click to insert session diagram

Key Coaching Points
-Slow and correct is better than
fast and wrong
-Explode after making cutback
-"Wrap" the kicking foot around
the ball
DISCOVERY QUESTION:
-When would a cutback be useful
-Why is it important to make a
quick first step?

-Quick step after scissors
-Step over from inside to outside or
outside to inside
-Head up
-Lean with body to "sell" the move
Discovery Question:
-How might you use this in a
game?
-Why do we change speed?

-Proper technique
-Looking for open space
DISCOVERY QUESTION:
-When did you change direction?
-How did you decide if you would
pass or dribble?

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Encourage experimenting with the
ball. Trying silly things are
complected things help them learn
their limits and also push them to
work to get it correct.
HOMEWORK:
Practice cutbacks and scissors
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